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Investigation Case File Export
 

Investigation Detail

Case Number:

Investigation Name: 46-MON-19: Dominguez Farms

Investigator: Guzman, Jose

Investigating County: Monterey

Incident County: Monterey

Incident Date: 6/26/2019

Incident Time:

Episode Type:

Status: Closed

Priority: Yes

Priority ID: 46-MON-19

Opened Date: 6/26/2019

Last Update: 3/19/2020

Narrative & Location

Narrative:

Investigation submitted for review.  Casey gave Jose some suggestions.  He will make changes and inform Ken
when to take a look at in shared file.

Crew saw aerial application approximately 600 feet from their location.  Several developed symptoms, with four
seeking medical attention.  Approximately 16 - 17 actually experienced symptoms.  Did not notify supervisor.

Location:

Respondents

DOMINGUEZ FARMS

Permit Number:

Permit Effective:

Permit Expires:

License Type: FLC

License Number: FLC000181661

License Categories:

Monterey Export Date: 3/24/2020
Export Time: 9:47 AM
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Respondents

License Effective: 1/8/2019

License Expires: 1/6/2020

Mailing Address:

Physical Address:

Violations

3CCR 6766: Emergency medical care.

Investigation Remarks:

3CCR 6764: Fieldworker training.

Investigation Remarks:

Attachments

1 - 46-MON-19 Witness List.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

2 - West Garlinger Front Ranch Block ID Map and Permit Map.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

3 - Wilbur-Ellis Salinas PURs.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

4 - Crew Roster Sheets.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

5 - Map Showing Crew Location.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

6 - Wilbur Ellis - Salinas Completion Records.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

Monterey Export Date: 3/24/2020
Export Time: 9:47 AM
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Attachments

7 - Block ID Map Showing Mix Load Site.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

8 -  Medical Records.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

9 -  Medical Records.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

10 -  Medical Records.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

11 - Training Records.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

12 - Previous 10-Day Work History.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

13 - Block 32 PUR.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

14 - CIMIS 214 Report 6-26-19.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

15 - Zampro Fungicide Label.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

16 - Trigard Insecticide Label.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

17 - Symptoms Chart.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Monterey Export Date: 3/24/2020
Export Time: 9:47 AM
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Attachments

Remarks:

18 - GIS Map Created by Gomes.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

46-MON-19 Report Final.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

Scanned 127 and 127bs.pdf

Final Report: Yes

Remarks:

Activity Log

3/19/2020 - Allen, Ken

Action: status

Remarks: Status changed from "In Progress" to "Closed".

3/19/2020 - Allen, Ken

Action: status

Remarks: Status changed from "Closed" to "In Progress".

3/19/2020 - Allen, Ken

Action: status

Remarks: Status changed from "In Progress" to "In Review".

3/19/2020 - Allen, Ken

Action: status

Remarks: Status changed from "In Review" to "Closed".

9/10/2019 - Allen, Ken

Action: created

Remarks: Investigation Created.

Monterey Export Date: 3/24/2020
Export Time: 9:47 AM
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SUMMARY 

On June 26, 2019 at 5:30 a.m., a Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas helicopter pilot began an aerial application 

of Zampro Fungicide (EPA Registration No. 7969-302-AA) and Trigard (EPA Registration No. 

66222-272-AA) to spinach on Blocks 33 and 37 of Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger 

Front Ranch.  At the same time, 39 employees of farm labor contractor Dominguez Farms 

arrived at the ranch and parked their cars on the northeast side of Blocks 32 and 35, 

approximately 660 ft from the northeast edges of Blocks 33 and 37.   

The workers waited outside or inside their vehicles while the application to Blocks 33 and 37 

were completed.  At approximately 5:45 am., four crew members reported symptoms of nausea 

and headaches to their supervisors.  The supervisors asked the other crew members if any were 

experiencing illness symptoms.  No one else reported symptoms.  The four crew members who 

reported experiencing illness symptoms were taken to Natividad Medical Center for medical 

care.   

BACKGROUND 

On June 26, 2019 at approximately 4:30 p.m., Luis Dominguez, of Dominguez Farms, contacted 

Monterey County Agricultural Inspector/Biologist Dan Hobby at the Pesticide Use Enforcement 

front desk.  Dominguez informed Hobby early that morning four Dominguez Farms workers who 

had been working on Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger Front Ranch had been taken to 

Natividad Medical Center to be treated for possible pesticide exposure.  They were examined by 

physicians and released home later the same morning.  Hobby then informed Deputy 

Agricultural Commissioner Casey McSwiggin of the incident.   

 

VIOLATIONS 

3 CCR section 6766(c) Emergency Medical Care.  

(c) When there are reasonable grounds to suspect that an employee has a pesticide illness, 

or when an exposure to a pesticide has occurred that might reasonably be expected to 

lead to an employee's illness, the employer shall ensure that the employee is taken to a 

physician immediately. 

3 CCR section 6764 Fieldworker Training  

a) The employer shall assure that each employee assigned to work in a treated field has 

been trained within the last 12 months, in a manner the employee understands, before 

beginning work in the treated field. 

WITNESSES 

See Attachment 1 

INVESTIGATION AND STATEMENTS  
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On June 27, 2019 at approximately 8:15 a.m.,  informed me of the incident and 

assigned me to investigate it.  He gave me a block ID map and permit map of the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch (Attachment 2).  He then instructed me to search for pesticide use reports (PUR’s) 

for helicopter applications conducted on or near this ranch site on June 26, 2019.   

also asked me to conduct interviews of Dominguez Farms supervisors as well as document 

statement reports from field workers who were treated for symptoms. 

I ran a query in CalAgPermits and found four PURs showing on June 26, 2019 from 5:30 a.m. – 

5:55 a.m., Wilber-Ellis: Salinas completed aerial applications of Zampro Fungicide and Trigard 

to spinach on Blocks 33A, 33B, 37A, and 37B of Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger 

Front Ranch (Attachment 3).  These were the only records of aerial applications on that ranch on 

June 26. 

At 9:00 a.m., I called .   stated the following in summary.  

I am the owner of Dominguez Farms.  We are a farm labor contractor.  Yesterday 

morning we had a group of workers arrive early to Christensen and Giannini’s West 

Garlinger Front Ranch.  Four workers reported illness symptoms to their superiors and 

were taken to the hospital to be evaluated.  They were released from the hospital and sent 

home afterwards.   

The crew leader was  and the supervisor was .  Today 

you can find the crew working at Merrill Farms Airport Ranch on Block 14.  

I began preparing separate interview questionnaires for the crew supervisors and for the affected 

crew members.  

At approximately 11:00 a.m., I arrived at Merrill Farms Airport Ranch and located the field 

crew.  On site were foreman Marcelino Merino, and supervisor   as well as 

Dominguez Farms Safety Manager .   

At approximately 11:15 a.m., I interviewed Mandragon.  I am Monterey County certified 

Spanish bi-lingual.   said the following in summary in Spanish: 

I am the head supervisor for two Dominguez Farms’ Crews and I alternate between the 

two locations every day.  On June 26 at 5:33 a.m. I was notified by telephone by 

  there was a helicopter applying pesticides next to Christensen and 

Giannini’s West Garlinger Front Ranch Block 36B.  The crew was scheduled to work in 

Block 36B that morning.  I instructed him to pull the crew out of the block and have them 

wait by their cars until I arrived.   

At approximately 5:40 a.m., I arrived on site and witnessed the pesticide application 

being conducted in Blocks 33 and 37.  The helicopter finished and left within a few 

minutes.  At this time, I was approached by four workers who stated that they did not feel 

well.  I instructed them to wait aside while I figured out if anyone else was feeling ill.  I 

asked the remaining crew if they felt okay and no one else reported having symptoms.  I 
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took three workers in my car and the last worker wanted to be escorted by her husband 

and followed me in their personal car.  I told  to move the crew to a block away 

from the area while I escorted the workers to the hospital.  The crew later was moved 

across town to the Airport Ranch.    

We arrived at the hospital at approximately 6:00 a.m.  All four workers were 

decontaminated and treated for their symptoms.  I remained at the hospital with the 

workers until 10:30 a.m.  Three out of the four were released, but one was diagnosed with 

a separate medical condition and stayed at the hospital with Safety Manager  

.  The three workers went home, and I went back to monitor the remaining working 

crews.  No other crew members reported to me they had experienced illness symptoms 

the remainder of the day.   

Our workers receive pesticide safety training.  The most recent training was a month ago.   

I did not receive a notification of the pesticide application for that morning.  Normally 

Mann Packing will give me or one of the supervisors at least a day notice for any 

pesticide applications.  I also did not see the spotter for the helicopter.  Normally there is 

a truck that drives around and notifies me to stay away while the application occurs. 

Our decontamination facility consists of portable bathrooms that are supplied with water, 

soap and disposable towels for the workers to use.  

At approximately 11:45 a.m., I interviewed Crew Foreman     said the 

following in summary in Spanish: 

On June 26, at 5:00 a.m. I arrived at Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger Front 

Ranch 30 minutes before the crew arrived to locate the correct block and equipment we 

were to use.  When I arrived, I did not see any helicopter application or anything that 

would alarm me an application was going to happen.  I did not see the helicopter arrive 

until 5:30 a.m. the same time the crew began to arrive.   

I was on site the entire time and I was not approached by anyone to warn me of the 

application.  Normally, if there is a nearby application, someone will come and advise me 

to pull the crew for a few minutes until the application is completed.  The crew was 

beginning to get ready when they noticed the application and several workers told me 

they were not comfortable working in Block 36B while the application was in progress.   

At this point, I called   who is my direct supervisor and explained to him 

what was going on.  He instructed me to pull the crew outside the field and wait for 

further instruction.  There were three or four workers that had entered the field and I 

instructed them to come out and wait by the cars.  We waited for the application to finish 

and at approximately 5:40 a.m. some workers notified me they were not feeling well.  At 

this time,  had arrived and the workers also notified him.   and I 

asked the rest of the crew if anyone else felt bad.  A total of four workers said they did 

not feel well.  
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The four workers were taken to Natividad Medical Center.  I stayed with the remaining 

crew.  I was instructed to move the crew to a different location across town to the Airport 

Ranch to insure there were no more possible exposures.  No one else reported illness 

symptoms the remainder of the day.  

After completing the interviews with the supervisors, I requested to speak to the four workers 

who had been taken to receive treatment.   stated that three out of the four workers 

were available on site.  I also requested and obtained a roster sign in sheet for the day of the 

incident (Attachment 4).  

At approximately 12:15 p.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for a year.  I carpool to work in a car with six 

other workers.  This is the first time I have had a possible pesticide incident occur. 

On June 26, I arrived to work at approximately 5:30 a.m. to begin “pinching” broccolini.  

We parked in between Block 32 and 31 behind the supervisor’s truck that was hauling the 

restrooms.  As soon as I got out of the car and began putting on my gloves and apron, I 

noticed that there was a helicopter in the air in the field immediately across from where 

we were scheduled to work.  The crew was standing outside the block and notified the 

supervisor that we did not want to go into the field.  The supervisor agreed and we waited 

outside of our cars until the helicopter finished applying.   

While waiting, I noticed there was a strange smell in the air, I could not pinpoint the 

exact smell, but it was not normal.  At 5:45 a.m., I began having discomfort and felt 

nauseated.  At this time the head supervisor   had arrived, and I notified 

him directly that I was not feeling well.  He told me to wait while he figured out what 

was going on.  While waiting for the application to finish, I began feeling dizzy, nauseas, 

itchiness in my whole body and weakness.  Soon after I and three others were taken to 

Natividad Medical Center.   

I arrived at the hospital at approximately 6:10 a.m.  I was examined and prescribed some 

pills.  I felt fine by the time I left the hospital and continued to feel fine the remainder of 

the day.  I was the only one from my carpool that reported symptoms, and from what I 

can tell, everyone else on the crew was fine.   

I receive pesticide training every year with the most recent being a few months back.   

At approximately 12:25 p.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.    said the following 

in summary: 

I have been working with Dominguez Farms for two months so far and this is the first 

time a possible pesticide incident has occurred.  
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On June 26, I arrived to work at 5:30 a.m. to begin my task of “pinching” broccolini in 

Christensen and Gianni’s West Garlinger Front Ranch.  I carpool with my husband and 

two other family members.  We parked along the field behind the restrooms and got out 

of the car to prepare to work.  

I did not see the helicopter when driving in.  I got out of the car and began putting on my 

regular everyday equipment which includes my gloves, scarf I use to cover my face, and 

apron.  I began entering the field when I noticed the helicopter applying in the field 

directly in front of the block I was going to enter.  The crew stood outside the field until 

the helicopter finished.     

I smelled something strange, that I could not identify, and within a minute, I began to feel 

ill.  I told my husband that I was not feeling well and was going to wait in the car.  As I 

was walking to the car, I began to have a headache, nose pain and nausea.  I felt weak and 

wanted to go home.  The crew was told they were going to switch fields.  When I heard 

this, I told the main supervisor  that I was not feeling well and was going to go 

home.  He told me to wait a few minutes.   decided he was going to take the people 

that did not feel well to the hospital.   took three ladies, and I had my husband drive 

me.   

I was treated at the hospital with a decontamination rinse and with some pills.  I was 

released at 10:00 a.m. and went home.  My symptoms of nausea, headache, throbbing of 

the nose and weakness persisted the remainder of the day.  I felt fine the following day 

and returned to work.  

At approximately 12:35 p.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following 

in summary: 

I have worked for Dominguez Farms for two years.  On June 26 at 5:30 a.m. I arrived at 

Christensen and Gianni’s West Garlinger Front Ranch.  I carpooled with four others.  I 

began getting ready by putting on my everyday equipment that includes my gloves, 

apron, and handkerchief that I use as a face mask.  I started walking to the field to begin 

working when I noticed a helicopter application in the field directly in front of the block.  

No one came to notify us to stay away.  The crew did not want to start working while the 

helicopter was applying so we waited outside the field while the application finished.  

There was a different smell on the air while we were waiting.  I cannot describe it 

exactly, but it reminded me of a chemical or fertilizer smell.   

While waiting outside the field, I began to feel ill.  I started to have nausea, burning and 

swelling in my eyes.  I notified the head supervisor  and within a few minutes I was 

being escorted to the hospital along with three other women who also were not feeling 

well.  We were taken to Natividad Medical Center.  I was rinsed, examined, given pills 

and later sent home.  My symptoms subsided and I was feeling better by the end of the 

day.  I returned to work the next day with no more symptoms.   
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I was able to obtain medical release forms from all three workers.  I also had the supervisors and 

workers identify on the block map the location of their parked cars, where the helicopter 

application was, and what block they were to work in.  I created a separate map (Attachment 5) 

that shows the crew parked their cars on the northeast side of Blocks 32 and 35, approximately 

660 ft from the northeast edges of Blocks 33 and 37.  It also shows where Block 36B is in 

relation to Blocks 33 and 37, and the application completion times taken from the PURs I 

downloaded from CalAgPermits.   

At approximately 1:30 p.m., I drove to the Christensen and Giannini West Garlinger Front 

Ranch.  Blocks 32 and 36 were both planted with broccolini and Blocks 33 and 37 had spinach.  

I did not see any pesticide warning signs on Blocks 33 or 37.  

On June 28, I queried weather data from Station 214 of the California Irrigation Management 

Information System (CIMIS) for June 26.  Station 214 is located approximately 2.55 miles to the 

west of Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger Front Ranch.  The data showed at 5:00 a.m. 

the wind velocity was 4.2 mph from 287 degrees, blowing from west northwest towards east 

southeast.  At 6:00 a.m. the wind velocity was 4.3 mph from 296 degrees, still blowing from 

west northwest towards east southeast.  This data indicates that Block 36B was located 

downwind of Block 33, and a portion of Block 37, during the time Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas was 

making their aerial pesticide application on June 26.   

At approximately 12:00 p.m., I called Wilbur-Ellis Salinas office and requested completion 

records for the aerial applications they completed June 26 on Blocks 33 and 37 of the West 

Garlinger Front Ranch.   

At approximately 3:25 p.m., I was notified that   from Wilbur Ellis was asking to 

speak to me.  I invited  into our conference room to talk in private.   handed me the 

completion notices (Attachment 6) that I requested and informed me he is the head supervisor for 

all helicopter applications.   told me he was not aware of the Dominguez Farms 

employees who had been taken to Natividad Medical Center following the application completed 

on June 26.   said   was the supervisor in charge of those applications and 

would be arriving to his office soon.   then called  on his cell phone and asked 

him to come to the Agricultural Commissioner Office.   

At approximately 3:45 p.m., I spoke with   in person.   said the 

following in summary: 

I work for Wilbur-Ellis and I was the foremen for the helicopter applications that 

occurred on June 26 at the West Garlinger Front Ranch operated by Christensen & 

Giannini.  I am the worker that runs interference for the helicopter application making 

sure there are no hazards.  This application was originally scheduled to be conducted the 

day before, June 25, but because of worker conflict it was rescheduled for June 26.     

I arrived at the site at approximately 4:50 a.m. and began driving the ranch property 

looking to insure everything was safe and there are no people or hazards for the 
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application scheduled to begin at 5:30 a.m.  I entered the ranch from Goat Rd west of and 

adjacent to Block 34.  I followed Goat Rd all the way up to Block 31 and made a right 

turn towards Block 35 near the yard site.  I saw no people, only yard equipment.  I made 

a right turn at the yard and came down the road and made another right to go in between 

Blocks 35 and 36.  I went all the way down this road and did not see any workers.  I 

noticed a pair of machines, but I knew there was going to be a crew working in this area 

at 7:00 a.m. so I did not think anything of it.  I figured we would have left the area by 

then. 

I continued making my way through the ranch site making a left to go in between Blocks 

32 and 33 and took that road all the way down passing our pesticide warning signs that 

were posted in Blocks 33 and 37.  I finished driving through all the blocks and only 

noticed one vehicle enter the property through Goat Rd and continue driving straight 

through and not stop at this ranch site.   

The helicopter arrived at approximately 5:30 a.m. flown by our pilot,    The 

swamper with loader   was at the load site, east of Block 42.  I stayed at 

this site for approximately two or three application loads and did not see any workers 

come into the property.  At 5:40 a.m. I determined the application was going well and I 

drove away to the next scheduled site.   

 showed me where the mix and load site was on the West Garlinger Front Ranch 

Block ID map (Attachment 7).  He also provided me with the contact information for   

and    

I compared the completion notices  provided me to the PURs I had queried from 

CalAgPermits and confirmed they matched each other. 

At 4:20 p.m., I contacted   and scheduled an appointment for an interview.   

On July 1, at approximately 3:30 p.m., I spoke with     said the following in 

summary: 

I have been working for Wilbur-Ellis as a pilot for approximately 28 years.  I conducted 

the application on June 26 at the West Garlinger Front Ranch.  I flew in and loaded up on 

the east side of Block 42 where the mix and loader,   was stationed.   

 was also on site as my interference man and was driving around the property 

making sure everything was okay.  

I loaded up and began applying to Blocks 33 and 37 at approximately 5:30 a.m.  I 

decided to start with four vertical application passes on the west side of Block 33 going 

parallel with Goat Rd.  I decided to make these passes first as I knew Goat Rd is a 

trafficked road and wanted to get that area done while there was no traffic.  After this 

section, I flew horizontally across the top going from right to left starting at Block 33 and 

passing to 37 before turning around and applying from Block 37 to 33.  I continued this 
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pattern, making my way down until I completed the entire two blocks.  I made 

approximately 15 passes total, and finished at approximately 5:55 a.m.   

While applying, I did not see any field workers in the area.  I only noticed a white bus 

that drove up Goat Rd and kept on driving and did not stop.  I do not recall seeing anyone 

else in the area.  At the top of the ranch site above Block 36 I noticed some cars with two 

machines, but I could not see any workers there, it is possible that there were workers, 

but I did not see them.   

The application was smooth from start to finish.  I did not have any visibility issues and 

flew at 50 miles per hour with a boom pressure of about 30 pounds flying two or three 

feet above the crop.  The application was the first job of the day, as a result, the 

helicopter was clean.  We clean all helicopters at the end of the day, so there should have 

been no residue from other applications.   

I had continuous communication with both the loader and my interference man through a 

two-way radio.  If there was a hazard, we would have communicated to each other.  I left 

as soon as I did my last pass and the mix and loader usually leaves after the last load.  I 

do not know what time the interference driver left but he doesn’t leave until he is sure 

there are no hazards around.  

On July 2, I spoke to Deputy Agricultural Commissioner Ken Allen and received guidance to 

conduct four more random interviews on the field worker crew to insure no one else experienced 

symptoms.  

On July 3 at 9:00 a.m., I drove to Natividad Medical Hospital and dropped off three medical 

release forms.  At 9:30 a.m., I called   and asked for the location of the field 

worker crew in question.  He stated the crew was working on Block 6 of Merrill Farms’ Airport 

Ranch. 

At 10:30 a.m., I arrived at the Airport Ranch and met with   I asked  if 

  who was taken to Natividad Medical Center on June 26, had returned to work.  He 

stated she had not returned and is not sure when she would.  I notified  I needed to 

speak to four more workers and asked him to randomly pull out one worker at a time to be 

interviewed.       

At approximately 10:35 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.    said the 

following in summary: 

I am a worker for Dominguez Farms, and I was working in June 26 as a “pincher”.  I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:30 a.m.  When I got out of the car, I 

noticed a helicopter application taking place on a block in front of us.  My co-workers did 

not want to go in the field, so I walked back to my car and waited inside until the 

application finished.  I know a few ladies did not feel well and were taken to the doctor.  I 

personally  felt fine, and I did not experience any symptoms.  The crew was moved to a 
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different location following the application.  I continued to feel fine the reminder of the 

day.  

At approximately 10:40 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following in 

summary: 

I am a Dominguez Farms employee and I was working on June 26.  That morning I 

arrived to begin working at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 6:00 a.m.  There was a 

helicopter application being conducted in the block adjacent in front of the block I was 

going to work.  I did not enter the field while the application was going on and waited 

outside next to the cars.  I recall four ladies reported illness symptoms and were taking to 

receive medical attention.  I personally did not have any symptoms and felt fine that day.  

The crew was transferred to a different site and I continued to work the remainder of the 

day.   

At approximately 10:47 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I work for Dominguez Farms and I was working on June 26.  That morning I began 

working at 5:30 a.m. at the West Garlinger Front Ranch.  I am the worker that operates 

the machine.  I am usually loading and unloading the machine as well as prepping the 

machine before everyone else arrives.  That morning, the machine was placed in the 

middle of the block.  I was in between the helicopter and the rest of the crew while the 

application took place.  I did not have any symptoms and felt fine.  The supervisors both 

asked me if I was feeling okay and I told them I was perfectly fine.  I continued to work 

the remainder of the day.     

At approximately 10:52 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I work for Dominguez Farms and was working at the West Garlinger Front Ranch on 

June 26.  My job for the day was “pinching” broccolini and arrived at the job site at 5:30 

a.m.  I did not see the helicopter application when I arrived, but I noticed it within a few 

minutes of working the field.  I worked for about five minutes and I was asked by the 

supervisor to wait outside the field next to the cars.  I waited outside the field with the 

other workers until the application finished.  A few ladies reported an illness and were 

taken to receive medical attention by the supervisor and the rest of us were moved to a 

different field.  Both supervisors asked me and the rest of the crew if we were feeling 

okay.  I told them I was fine and continued to work the remainder of the day without 

developing any symptoms.  

At 11:00 a.m., I finished the interviews as the crew was being dismissed for lunch.  I packed my 

items and was inside my truck when a crew worker approached me and informed me the 

supervisor was only letting me talk to family friends of the company and there are others in the 

crew who had symptoms.  He also was requesting information about worker,   who 
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he stated was a minor and was reported as an orphan after her hospital visit.  I thanked him for 

the information and notified him that I do not have information on  at this time.   

At 11:30 a.m. I contacted Dominguez Farms Safety Coordinator   and requested 

training records for the crew members who had worked on the West Garlinger Front Ranch on 

June 26.    

On July 8 at 9:53 a.m., I contacted Wilbur-Ellis aerial supervisor,   and asked him 

directly who he was in contact with to ensure the field would be clear of workers during the 

application.   stated he worked with Pest Control Advisor (PCA)   to 

schedule the application and was insured there would not be a field worker crew in the area until 

7:00 a.m., after the application was completed. 

At approximately 10:00 a.m., I spoke with   who is a Wilbur-Ellis worker and 

was the mix and loader for the application, via phone call.   said the following in 

summary: 

I was the mix and loader for the Christensen and Giannini West Garlinger Front Ranch 

application on June 26.  At 4:30 a.m. I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch.  The 

application was scheduled to go at 5:30 a.m. and was the first application of the day.  I 

stationed the pesticide nurse rig east of Block 42; behind the ranch sites yard location.   

After I stationed, I began mixing and loading to ensure the load was ready when the 

helicopter arrived.  While mixing and loading, I did not see nor notice any workers in the 

area besides someone who I believe was the irrigator for the ranch site, but he left shortly 

after.  I did not see any other workers while I was mixing and did not see any cars drive 

past me during this time.  I entered the ranch site from the east entrance and did not see 

anyone else come in through this entrance; however, there is another entrance on the 

south side that workers could have come in from.  I drove away after the job was 

completed around 6:00 a.m. and headed to the next work site.    

  was also on site patrolling the area insuring there were no hazards and 

did not mention seeing anyone during the application.  There was not anything unusual 

during the application and we finished the job without any concerns.   

At approximately 3:10 p.m., I spoke over the phone with PCA    He said the 

following in summary: 

I work for Crop Care and am Christensen and Giannini’s PCA.  I write recommendations 

for jobs going on the West Garlinger Front Ranch.  When I determine that an aerial 

pesticide application needs to be done, I work with   the ranch supervisor, 

to see what time and day is best for the application.  I then communicate with  

 who is the supervisor for helicopter applications, and schedule the time and date to 

conduct the application.  
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After communicating with Wilbur-Ellis, Sanchez and I coordinate with   

who works for Mann Packing and oversees the scheduling of the Farm Labor Contractor.  

We coordinate and insure there will be no workers in the treatment area.   

This application was originally scheduled to be conducted on June 25, but because of a 

conflict with the crew, we had to reschedule the application to June 26 at 5:30 a.m.  The 

company’s unwritten policy is that we do not have workers in the area of treatment unless 

they are at least two full blocks in between the application and the workers work site. 

During communication with Mann Packing, I specifically requested a one-hour buffer 

zone for the application before a field worker crew could be able to work in the area.  It 

was my understanding that  would ensure the workers would not be working near 

that site until after 7:00 a.m.  I was not aware workers were on the ranch during the 

application nor that workers were treated for possible pesticide exposure on June 26.  

On Tuesday July 9 at approximately 11:00 a.m., I spoke via telephone with    

 said the following in summary: 

I work for Mann Packing and am the head supervisor for our broccolini department.  

Christensen and Giannini are one of our partner growers and produce some of our 

broccolini that is worked and harvested by Dominguez Farms.  I communicate with 

  who is the Christensen and Giannini ranch manger that grows our 

broccolini, about any scheduled pesticide applications.  

 informed me an aerial pesticide application was scheduled for June 26 on the 

West Garlinger Front Ranch.  On June 25, I called   and told him that 

there was going to be an application conducted on the same ranch the crew was 

scheduled to work on the next day.  I do not recall telling  the PCA, or the crew 

to not be there until 7:00 a.m.  The application was going to be conducted a considerable 

distance away from the crew which I considered to be safe.   

On June 26 at approximately 6:00 a.m. I received a call from  informing me 

he had workers who did not feel well and was going to be taking them to the doctor.  I 

told him I’d be driving over to the site.  When I arrived, we asked all the employees if 

anyone else was feeling ill.  No one else reported symptoms.  We decided that the crew 

was going to be moved to the Airport Ranch site for precautionary purposes at 

approximately 6:30 a.m.  The crew finished the rest of their day there.  No one else 

reported symptoms.   

At approximately 2:00 p.m., I consulted with Allen regarding the suggestion from the field 

worker who stated there were more affected workers in the crew.  Allen recommended 

conducting four more interviews that I hand pick myself to determine if those workers had 

symptoms.  Allen advised if any of those workers reported symptoms to proceed and interview 

the remaining crew.  I proceeded to prepare interview templates for the remaining crew members 

if needed.    
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On July 10 at approximately 8:15 a.m., I called  and asked him for the location of the 

field worker crew.   stated that the crew was located at Merrill Farms Norton Ranch 

in Block 11.  At 8:20 a.m. Agricultural Inspector/Biologist Liliana Pimentel and I prepared to 

drive to the Norton Ranch and conduct more field worker interviews.   

At approximately 9:00 a.m., Pimentel and I contacted  on site and, from the roster 

sheet provided, I handpicked workers to interview.  

At approximately 9:10 a.m., I interviewed   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I am a Dominguez Farms worker and I have been for the previous three years.  On June 

26, I arrived to begin work at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:30 a.m.  When I 

arrived, I did not see anything unusual and parked behind the restrooms.  My task for the 

day was “pinching” broccolini, so I had on my everyday work clothes including long 

pants, long sleeve shirt, rubber boots, apron, and a bandana head covering.  I proceeded 

to the top of the scheduled block and began working.  I did notice that there was a 

helicopter applying in the field directly in front of me but continued working for a few 

minutes alongside three or four other co-workers while the remaining crew did not want 

to enter the field.   

At about 5:35 a.m. the foreman instructed everyone to wait outside the field while the 

helicopter application finished.  We all proceeded to wait outside the field for ten or so 

minutes while the helicopter finished and flew away.  I did not smell nor notice anything 

unusual.  When the helicopter left some ladies told the supervisor they were not feeling 

well.  The supervisor took them to the doctor.  No one asked me if I felt okay, but I did 

not have any symptoms.  The crew was moved across town to a different ranch and 

continued working.  I felt fine the remainder of the day.   

At approximately 9:10 a.m., Pimentel interviewed   in Spanish.   is certified 

Spanish bi-lingual by Monterey County.   said the following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately four months.  On June 26 I 

arrived to work on the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 6:30 a.m.  I first put on my water-

resistant boots, sleeve covers, gloves and apron like I normally wear every day.  That 

morning I noticed a helicopter applying pesticides in the field ahead of the block the crew 

was scheduled to work.  A few workers including myself entered the field to work while 

most of the crew were hesitant to enter.  There was a bad odor in the air that smelled like 

chemicals and sulfur.  There were four women that reported symptoms and were 

transported to seek medical attention; thereafter the crew was relocated to a different 

ranch across town.  I don’t recall being asked if I had any symptoms, but my skin felt 

itchy and my face felt swollen that morning.  The symptoms started after the helicopter 

application.  I did not notify my supervisor of my symptoms and I did not seek medical 

attention.  
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At approximately 9:30 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for two months and was working on June 26 

as a “pincher”.  I arrived to work at the West Garlinger Front Ranch a few minutes before 

the scheduled start time of 5:30 a.m.  The vehicle I carpool in parked alongside the block 

we were scheduled to work, behind the bathrooms.  When I got out of the car, I noticed a 

helicopter application going on directly in front of the block scheduled to be worked in.  I 

had already put on my rubber gloves and boots as well as my apron when I noticed that 

the majority of the crew was standing outside the block not wanting to enter the field.  I 

also waited outside the field in front of the cars until the application finished. 

Once the helicopter finished, I learned four workers were going to be taken to the doctor 

by the supervisor.  I noticed that there was a strange smell in the air, but it did not affect 

me.  Both the foreman and supervisor asked the crew if anyone else had any symptoms 

and only the four initial ladies reported.  The crew was moved to an adjacent field for a 

few minutes but ended up going to a different site across town.  I felt fine and did not 

have any symptoms the remainder of the day.   

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately one year.  On June 26 I 

arrived to work at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:00 a.m. and our task for the day 

was “pinching” broccolini.  I had my everyday work clothes on, which include water-

resistant boots, sleeve covers, gloves, apron, sweater, hat, and a bandana as a face cover.  

I got out of the car and noticed a helicopter applying pesticides in the field in front of the 

field I was scheduled to work in.  I only entered a few feet and got out as soon as other 

people that were further in said they started feeling throat irritation.  I waited outside of 

the field for instructions from my supervisor as others were hesitant to enter the field.  

There was a smell in the air like a pesticide used on corn in Mexico.  The whole crew was 

moved to an adjacent field and worked for about one hour.  I do not recall being asked if I 

had any symptoms, but I did feel nauseated that morning following the helicopter 

pesticide application.  I did not notify my supervisor of my symptom nor did I seek 

medical attention as my symptom went away once the crew was relocated to a ranch 

across town. 

At approximately 9:45 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following in 

summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for two months and was present on the West 

Garlinger Front Ranch the morning of June 26.  I arrived to work minutes before 5:30 

a.m. to begin working as a “pincher”.  I parked behind the cars that were stationed behind 

the supervisor’s vehicle.  When I stepped out of the car, I noticed that there was a 

helicopter application in the field directly in front of the field we were about to work.  I 
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put on my gear which includes rubber gloves, rubber boots, and an apron but I did not 

enter the field.   

I waited outside the field with the rest of my coworkers excluding a few workers that had 

already entered the field.  The crew uniformly notified  we did not want to work 

while the helicopter was applying.  He instructed us to continue to wait outside the field 

until the helicopter finished.  We waited about ten minutes for the helicopter to finish.  I 

noticed a strange smell but felt fine.  Four ladies stated they felt ill and were taken to the 

doctor.  Both supervisors asked the crew if anyone else was feeling ill.  No one else 

reported symptoms.  The crew ended up moving to a different location and I continued to 

feel fine the remainder of the day.  

At approximately 9:55 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working with Dominguez Farms for a year and was working on June 26.  I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:30 a.m. I parked my car adjacent to the 

block scheduled to be worked.  When I stepped out, I noticed a helicopter applying in the 

field in front of the block we were about to work.  I put on my boots, gloves, and apron in 

case the foreman instructed us to work in the field.  A few workers did go in to work but I 

did not enter the field.  The foreman then asked everyone to wait outside the field until 

the helicopter left.  While waiting for ten or so minutes, four ladies informed the foreman 

they did not feel good.  They were taken to the doctor.  I was not asked if I had 

symptoms, but I felt fine and continued to feel fine the remainder of the day.   

At approximately 10:00 a.m., Pimentel spoke with    in Spanish.   

said the following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately three years.  On June 26 I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:15 a.m.  The task for the day was 

“pinching” broccolini so I was wearing my everyday work clothes that consist of water-

resistant boots, gloves, apron, long sleeve shirt, hat, and a bandana as a face cover.  

Before starting work and entering the field I saw a helicopter applying pesticides in the 

field ahead of the field the crew was scheduled to work.  Due to the proximity of the 

helicopter pesticide application, I did not want to enter the field and waited outside the 

field.  There was a strong smell in the air that I cannot describe.  The crew was moved to 

a different ranch across town after people reported symptoms and were transported to the 

hospital.  The supervisor asked if anyone else had symptoms, but I felt fine with no 

issues. 

At approximately 10:15 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following in 

summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately three years.  I arrived to 

work at the West Garlinger Front Ranch on June 26 at 5:30 a.m.  That morning our car 
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drove up to the location and parked behind the foreman’s vehicle that was towing the 

bathrooms.  I got out of the car and noticed a helicopter applying pesticides in the field 

ahead of the block we were scheduled to work in.  I began putting on my boots, gloves 

and apron like I normally wear every day expecting to work.  A few workers began to 

enter the field but myself along with most of the crew were hesitant to enter.  Someone 

told the foreman that we did not want to work while the helicopter was there, and he 

asked everyone to wait outside the field by the cars.   

There was a smell in the air like some sort of cleaner.  When the helicopter finished, I 

noticed that the head supervisor  was going to take four women to the doctor.  I 

don’t recall being asked if I had any symptoms, but I did feel dizzy after the application.  

After  took the ladies to the doctor, the rest of the crew was moved to a different 

ranch across town.  I continued to feel dizzy for a few more hours until I was able to eat 

some food at 11:00 a.m.  I felt fine the remainder of the day, so I did not notify my 

supervisor of my symptom nor did I seek medical attention on my own.  

After conducting the initial interviews, Pimentel and I consulted with Allen and determined the 

remainder of the crew should be interviewed.  

At approximately 10:35 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately six months.  On June 26, I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  When I arrived, I 

did not see anything out of the ordinary.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I was wearing my everyday work clothes which consists of an apron, water-resistant 

boots, gloves, sleeves, pant covers, long sleeve shirt, hat, and a bandana face cover.  Once 

ready, I entered the field and started working for a few minutes when I saw the helicopter 

applying pesticides to the field ahead of the block I was in.  I was one of the few who 

entered the field to work as other crew members hesitated to enter.  The foreman then 

told us to exit the field.  When the supervisor arrived after approximately fifteen minutes, 

he asked people if anyone had illness symptoms.  The crew was moved to a different 

ranch to continue working.  I felt fine with no issues. 

At approximately 10:40 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following in 

summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for under a year.  I arrived to work at the 

West Garlinger Front Ranch on June 26 at the same time the other workers arrived.  I 

noticed the helicopter as soon as I stepped out of the car.  I recall seeing the helicopter 

applying in the field ahead of where we were going to work.  I had on my regular 

clothing as well as a pair of rubber gloves, boots, apron and a face covering.  I never went 

inside the field but waited outside the field while the helicopter finished the application.  

While the crew was waiting, some ladies notified the supervisor they did not feel well 

and were going to be taken to the doctor.  The supervisor then came to me and asked me 
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if I was feeling okay, and I told him I was fine.  I did not have any symptoms and felt fine 

the rest of the day.  

At approximately 10:50 a.m., I spoke with    in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and I was working on June 26.  That morning I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m. as a “pincher”.  

Once I stepped out of my car, I could see the helicopter applying in the field in front of 

the block we were scheduled to work in.  I did not think anything about it and put on my 

everyday work gear including rubber gloves, rubber boots, apron, and handkerchief I use 

as a head covering.   

I began working the broccolini for a few minutes until the supervisor  told the 

entire crew to step out of the field and wait by the cars until the application finished.  We 

waited for about ten minutes.  While waiting, I noticed there was a strange smell but 

cannot describe exactly what it smelled like.  During this time, four women told the 

supervisor that they did not feel well, and they were taken to the doctor.  The supervisors 

did not ask me if I had symptoms.  I felt fine and continued to feel okay the remainder of 

the day.      

At approximately 11:45 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately two months.  On June 26 I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  The task for the 

day was “pinching” broccolini so I was wearing my everyday work clothes which 

includes an apron, gloves, water-resistant boots, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, and a 

hat.  I got out of the car and saw a helicopter applying pesticides in a field ahead of the 

block where we were scheduled to work.  I entered the field and worked on 

approximately five to six plants when the supervisor asked the crew to exit the field due 

to the pesticide application and we all waited outside the field.  I did not smell anything 

unusual.  The supervisor asked if anyone was having symptoms.  I felt fine with no 

issues.  We were moved to an adjacent block, then to a different ranch to continue 

working.   

At approximately 11:50 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I have been working with Dominguez Farms for a month and I was working on June 26 

as a “pincher”.  I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch that morning slightly before 

5:30 a.m. and parked alongside the field we were scheduled to work.  Once I stepped out 

of the car, I noticed that a helicopter was applying pesticides in the field in front of where 

we were going to work.   I put on my equipment which includes rubber gloves, rubber 

boots, and an apron to prepare to go into work but I never went inside as  the 
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foreman, asked us to wait outside the field until the application finished.  That morning 

was like any other morning, it was not windy and there was nothing unordinary.  While 

we were waiting, a few ladies told the foreman they did not feel well and were taken to 

the doctor by the head supervisor    and  asked me if I was feeling 

okay and I told them I was fine.  I did not smell anything unusual and felt fine.  The rest 

of the crew was relocated to a different ranch across town.  I felt fine the rest of the day.  

At approximately 11:50 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately five months.  On June 26 I 

arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  Our tasks for the 

day was “pinching” broccolini so I wore my everyday work clothes which includes 

sleeve covers, gloves, apron, long sleeve shirt, water-resistant boots, and a hat.  I got out 

of the car, entered the field, and was about to start work when I saw the helicopter begin 

to apply pesticide in a field ahead of the block where we were scheduled to work.  I 

immediately got out of the field and waited outside near the cars.  There was an unusual 

smell in the air that I cannot describe.  I don’t recall if the supervisor asked if I had any 

symptoms, but I did feel throat irritation that lasted approximately one hour and went 

away once we moved to a different ranch across town.  I did not notify my supervisor, 

nor did I seek medical attention.  

At approximately 11:55 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.    said the 

following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch for work at 5:20 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini so I 

wore my everyday work clothes which includes an apron, gloves, water-resistant boots, 

sleeve covers, long sleeved shirt, and a hat.  I got out of the car and walked towards the 

field about to start work.  I noticed a helicopter making a pesticide application in the field 

ahead of the block we were scheduled to work in.  I refused to enter the field and waited 

outside of it.  There was a weird smell that I cannot explain in the air.  The supervisor 

asked if we were experiencing symptoms, but I felt fine with no issues. 

At approximately 12:05 a.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.    said the 

following in summary:  

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for approximately three months.  I arrived to 

work at the West Garlinger Front Ranch on June 26 at 6:30 a.m.  My task for the day was 

to operate the tractor.  Once I got out of the car and got ready to start work, I noticed a 

helicopter was applying pesticides in the field ahead of the block we were scheduled to 

work in.  I entered the field and worked for a few minutes, but others hesitated to enter 

and waited outside of the field.  There was a smell in the air that smelled like some sort of 

cleaner.  The supervisor asked everyone if they were experiencing symptoms, but I felt 

fine with no issues. 
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At approximately 12:15 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for four months and was present on June 26.  

I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to start work at 5:30 a.m. to “pinch” the 

broccolini.  The car I came in parked behind the foreman’s truck with the bathrooms 

attached to it.  I stepped out of the car and noticed there was a helicopter applying 

pesticides in the block immediately in front of the block we were scheduled to work in.  I 

walked over to and stood next to the bathrooms where everybody else was standing and 

only a handful of people went inside the field and started working.   informed 

us to wait outside the field next to the cars.  We waited for 10 minutes while the 

helicopter finished, and we could go back in.   

While waiting, four ladies said they did not feel well, and the head supervisor Fidel 

escorted them to the doctor.  I was not asked if I was feeling okay.  I began to have a 

headache and my throat began to get irritated.  A few minutes after working this block 

the supervisor told us we were going to a different ranch across town.  My symptoms 

continued until lunch around 11:00 a.m.  After eating, I started feeling better and was 

fine.  I did not notify my supervisors because I started feeling better.  I did not seek 

medical attention.  My symptoms did not return.  

At approximately 12:15 p.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   

said the following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I wore my everyday clothing that consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, 

water-resistant boots, and a hat.  When I was outside of the block ready to start work, I 

saw a helicopter applying pesticides in the field ahead of the block I was scheduled to 

work in.  I did not enter the field and waited to hear from our supervisor on what to do 

next.  There was an unusual smell in the air that I cannot explain.  I don’t recall being 

asked if I had any symptoms, but I did feel nauseated.  The nausea lasted approximately 

1.5 hours and went away once I left the area to take my wife to the hospital to seek 

medical attention for her symptoms.  I did not tell my supervisor, nor did I feel it was 

necessary to seek medical attention for my symptom. 

At approximately 12:25 p.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I wore my everyday clothing that consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, 

water-resistant boots, and a hat.  When I arrived in the car, I saw the helicopter applying 

pesticide in the field ahead of the block we were scheduled to work.  I got out of the car, 

got ready for work, and waited outside of the block.  There was a smell in the air that 
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smelled like chemicals.  I don’t recall the supervisor asking if anyone had symptoms, but 

I did feel throat irritation and nausea.  My symptoms lasted approximately 30 minutes.  I 

did not notify my supervisor, nor did I seek medical attention for my symptoms. 

At approximately 12:30 p.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for three years and I was working the 

morning of June 26 as a “pincher”.  I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to begin 

work at 5:30 a.m. and did not notice anything unordinary.  I put on my everyday gear that 

includes my rubber gloves, boots, apron and head covering.  I did not notice or pay 

attention to the helicopter until I was working the block and the supervisor told the crew 

to exit the field and wait by the cars.   

We waited outside the field border until the helicopter finished applying and left.  At this 

point, some ladies said they did not feel well and were going to be taken to receive 

medical attention.  The foreman  asked if anyone else was feeling bad and only 

those four ladies said they had symptoms.  I felt fine and as far as I know only those four 

initial ladies had said they didn’t feel well.  The crew was moved to a different location, 

and I didn’t have any symptom at all the rest of the day.  

At approximately 12:30 p.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.    said the 

following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch to begin work at 5:00 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I wore my everyday clothing that consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, 

water-resistant boots, and a hat.  Once ready, I walked towards the field I was scheduled 

to work in, and it was then that I noticed a helicopter applying pesticides in the field 

ahead.  I entered the field and worked approximately thirty minutes.  There was a strong 

smell in the air that smelled like chemicals.  I don’t recall the supervisor asking if anyone 

had symptoms, but I did have throat irritation for half of the day.  The supervisor 

relocated us to an adjacent field, where we worked for approximately one hour and 

fifteen minutes.  I did not tell my supervisor about my symptom.  I did not seek medical 

attention.  

At approximately 12:35 p.m., Pimentel spoke with    in Spanish.  

 said the following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch to begin work at 5:00 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I wore my everyday clothing that consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, 

water-resistant boots, and a hat.  I got to the field that morning and got out of the car to 

get ready for work.  I saw a helicopter applying pesticides in the field ahead of the block 

we were scheduled to work in.  I entered the field and worked in it for approximately 
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forty minutes then exited the field and waited next to it.  The supervisor then relocated us 

to an adjacent field.  I did not smell anything unusual.  The supervisor asked everyone if 

they had symptoms.  I felt fine with no issues. 

At approximately 12:40 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following 

in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for three years and I was working for them on 

June 26.  I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch to work that morning at 5:15 a.m. 

as I usually arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled start time.  I drove up to the field and 

parked behind the foreman’s truck and bathrooms.  I waited a few minutes and stepped 

out of the car.  Once I stepped out, I noticed the helicopter was applying pesticides in 

front of the block that was scheduled to be worked in.  We were instructed to wait next to 

our cars while the application was going on.  At this time, four ladies were taken to 

receive medical attention and the rest of the crew was moved to a different block.  

Following the helicopter application, I developed a raspy throat that lasted about three 

hours.  I was not asked by my supervisors if I was feeling sick.  The irritation went away 

after the three hours and I did not notify the supervisor afterwards nor did I seek medical 

attention.  I was fine the rest of the day.  

At approximately 12:40 p.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said the 

following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived at the West Garlinger 

Front Ranch to begin work at 5:30 a.m.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini 

so I wore my everyday clothing that consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, 

water-resistant boots, and a hat.  After I got ready for work, I entered the field and got out 

right away as I saw a helicopter applying pesticides in a field ahead of the block we were 

scheduled to work in.  I did not smell anything unusual in the air.  I don’t recall the 

supervisor asking if anyone had symptoms.  I felt fine with no issues. 

At approximately 12:45 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following 

in summary: 

I have been working for Dominguez Farms for the previous three years and I was 

working for them on June 26.  I arrived at the West Garlinger Front Ranch at 5:30 a.m. 

and parked next to the block scheduled to be worked in.  Once parked, I stepped outside 

of the car and noticed there was a helicopter application in front of us.  I did not go inside 

the field but waited outside of the block and watched the helicopter for five minutes.   

During this time there were some women that notified the supervisor that they were not 

feeling well.  I personally developed a sore throat that lasted a few hours.  I was not asked 

by the supervisors if I was feeling okay.  My sore throat was gone by the end of the day 

and did not return.  I did not seek medical attention, nor did I notify my supervisor.  
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 At approximately 12:45 p.m., Pimentel spoke with   in Spanish.   said 

the following in summary:  

I am an employee of Dominguez Farms and on June 26 I arrived to begin work at 5:30 

am.  Our task for the day was “pinching” broccolini so I wore my everyday clothing that 

consists of an apron, sleeve covers, long sleeve shirt, water-resistant boots, a bandana as a 

face cover, and a hat.  Once ready, I entered the field to work and that’s when I noticed 

the helicopter arrived and started applying pesticides in the field directly in front of me.  I 

immediately exited the field and waited outside of it.  There was an unusual smell in the 

air that I cannot explain.  The supervisor asked everyone if they were experiencing 

symptoms.  I was fine with no issues. 

At approximately 12:50 a.m., I spoke with   in Spanish.   said the following 

in summary: 

I work for Dominguez Farms and I was working on June 26.  I arrived at the West 

Garlinger Front Ranch at approximately 5:00 a.m.  When I arrived, I did not see anything 

unusual and did not see any applications around.  I put on my gloves, boots and apron 

when I noticed the helicopter was applying pesticides in front of the block scheduled to 

be worked.  I did not enter the field but rather waited outside the field next to the 

bathrooms.   

Four ladies reported that they did not feel well and one of the supervisors made sure they 

were taken to the doctor.  I was not asked if I had any symptoms, but I did develop 

nausea following the application.  My nausea lasted a few hours and went away after a 

few hours and once I had eaten.  The nausea was not severe, so I did not seek medical 

attention, nor did I notify my supervisor.  

At approximately 1:00 p.m., Pimentel and I confirmed we interviewed every worker available 

and proceeded back to the commissioner’s office. 

On July 12, I contacted PCA   and asked him what the process and expectations 

are for Christensen and Giannini pertaining to posting treated fields.   stated that all 

fields get posted regardless of REI.   stated that Blocks 33 and 37 the helicopter treated 

on June 26 were posted by the irrigation crew the night before the application.   

On July 18 at approximately 3:10 p.m., I spoke with     said the 

following in summary: 

I am one of the head supervisors for Christenson and Giannini and oversee the West 

Garlinger Front Ranch.  For this site we have PCA   who advises what 

pesticides we apply and when to apply them.   and I have a good communication 

system.   visits the ranch site three times a week, normally Mondays, Wednesdays, 

and Fridays.  He looks at all the blocks and communicates with me what needs to be 

sprayed.   informs me what he is planning for the week and together we come up 

with a plan as to what days we can spray.  We take into consideration the weather, and 
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field conditions, and make a schedule for the current week and plan for the next.  I make 

sure to communicate with  who works for Mann Packing, and inform him of the 

scheduled applications and insure there are no farm labor crews scheduled to work the 

area.   

On the June 26 application, I communicated with  that there was going to be an 

application done on Blocks 33 and 37 by helicopter at 5:30 a.m. and he understood.  He 

stated that the crew would not be in the area until 7:00 a.m.  If I recall correctly, the farm 

labor crew was supposed to work Block 41 until 7:00 a.m., and then work the blocks 

closer to the application later.   

Our policy is to post every treated block regardless of the REI.  The pesticide signs are 

placed the night prior to the scheduled application by   who is the irrigator 

foreman.   works evenings and is available to post the signs.  I follow through with 

 directly and tell him what blocks to post as well as the REI, so he knows when to 

take the signs down.  We normally leave the signs posted longer than the REI by a few 

hours.  I was not aware of the incident with the crew working June 26 until a few days 

ago when   informed me about it.      

At approximately 3:20 p.m., I spoke with     said the following in summary: 

I am the head irrigator for Christensen and Giannini West Garlinger Front Ranch.  I set 

the pesticide posting signs on all the fields that are going to be treated.  The ranch 

manager,   lets me know ahead of time what fields are going to be treated 

and I make sure to personally post those fields the night before the application.  I work in 

the evenings from approximately noon to 10:00 p.m. and I begin posting signs in the late 

afternoon for jobs that will go the following morning.  I am also in charge of taking those 

signs down as well.   

Typically, the signs will remain up for at least 24 hours although most of the pesticides 

have eight- or 12-hour REIs.  If the job is done in the morning, I will not take the signs 

down until the following day.  I posted the signs for the field that was treated on June 26, 

on June 25 at approximately 8:00 p.m. and took the signs down on June 27 around noon.  

On July 22 at 11:00 a.m., I called Dominguez Farms and asked if the field worker training 

records were available yet.    stated that the person in charge of giving me that 

information was not in the office and she would work on obtaining the information herself.  

 also stated that   is no longer employed by Dominguez Farms and has not 

returned to work since June 26.    

On July 24 at 9:30 a.m., I visited Natividad Medical Hospital and picked up the Medical Records 

for the three workers I had Medical Authorizations for;   (Attachment 8),  

 (Attachment 9), and   (Attachment 10).   

On July 29 at 1:30 p.m., I received training records from Dominguez Farms (Attachment 11), 

and work history records for the crew for the 10 days prior to June 26 (Attachment 12).    
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The training records provided are dated June 27, 2019; January 11, 2019; and November 27, 

2018.  The training for June 27 included all the workers from June 26 who were to “pinch” 

broccolini: however, the training was conducted the day after the incident.  The previous two 

trainings include only 13 of the 40 employees on the crew who were to “pinch” broccolini on 

June 26.   

I cross referenced Dominguez Farms’ work history with PUR’s for each site and determined, 

from all previous worksites, the last time the crew worked in a treated field (prior to June 26) 

was on June 25, when they worked on Block 32B of Christensen and Giannini’s West Garlinger 

Front Ranch.  PUR data shows on June 7, 2019 at 12:15 a.m., Christensen and Giannini 

completed an application of Sequoia (EPA Registration No. 62719-623-ZA), Admire Pro (EPA 

Registration No. 264-827-ZA), Cormoran (EPA Registration No. 66222-264-AA), and LI 700 

(CA Registration No. 34704-50035-AA) to Block 32 (Attachment 13).   

On August 1, I emailed   as well as   requesting training records showing 

all the field workers in question had received pesticide safety training in 2019 prior to working in 

a treated field.  

On August 6, I printed the weather data for June 26 from CIMIS Station #214 from CIMIS 

(Attachment 14).  I highlighted the data for 5:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

On August 8 at 10:45 a.m., I contacted Dominguez Farms and asked to speak to   or 

   I was informed by  that neither was available.  

At 10:50 a.m., I contacted   on his personal cell phone and asked if he received my 

email pertaining to new training records.   stated that he forwarded the email to  and 

she oversees getting the information.   

On August 11, I requested approved labels for Zampro Fungicide and Trigard Fungicide from 

the Department of Pesticide Regulation Label Resource Center.  I received the labels later that 

same day (Attachment 15) and (Attachment 16).  I reviewed the labels and compared them to the 

Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas completion records, and CIMIS Station #214 weather data for June 26.  

Each pesticide has a 12-hour restricted entry interval (REI).  According to the Monterey County 

Posting Regulation, no pesticide warning signs would have been required for the June 26 

applications that took place on Blocks 33 and 37 of the West Garlinger Front Ranch.  No other 

label or regulation violations were found. 

I created a spreadsheet with columns showing: the fieldworker’s names; if they smelled an odor; 

what illness symptoms they had; if they reported symptoms to a supervisor; if they were asked if 

they had symptoms; if they were taken to the emergency room; if we were provided training 

records for that individual; and what the date of the training was (prior to the incident) 

(Attachment 17)..   

On August 12 at 11:45 a.m., I spoke with  over the phone.   stated she was out of the 

office the previous week and will provide me the requested training records by the end of the 

workday. 
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On February 12, 2020 at 11:20 a.m. I called   and left a voicemail requesting him 

to give me a call back.  

At 11:25 a.m. I called Dominguez Farms’ office and spoke to   I informed  that I did 

not receive trainings for several workers present on June 26, 2019.  I requested  provide me 

with any other trainings that included the remaining crew workers.  

On February 13 at 10:06 a.m. I spoke to   over the phone.  I informed 

 that I was missing training records for several workers.  I asked  if his 

crew supervisors are still working for him.  He stated that   is still with the 

company, but   no longer works for them.   then asked me to email 

him the request for any training records from June 26, 2018 to June 26, 2019 for the employees 

who worked on the day of the incident.  

At 10:35 a.m. I spoke to     said the following in summary: 

Crew Foreman   and I made sure to ask every worker if they felt bad 

and if they wanted to go to the doctor.  When the crew did not want to go inside the field, 

I began asking them how they were feeling and if they wanted to seek medical attention.  

Between  and I we covered the entire crew.  Everyone stated that only the girls 

felt bad, and the four ladies were the only ones that stated they did not feel good and that 

they wished to seek medical attention.   

I don’t know why some workers would have stated to you that they did not get asked.  I 

made sure to ask everybody.  I believe the way that I asked the crew was effective.  I 

have no problem with taking people to seek medical attention.  I want to make sure the 

crew is safe.  I would not only just take four workers to the doctor, if someone else would 

have said they felt sick I would have taken them as well but no one else stated they felt 

sick.  The remaining crew began working that day and no one stated they felt sick.   

Since the day of the incident we have been making sure that every new person is trained 

before they begin working as well as do crew trainings every few months.    

does all our trainings.  On the day of the incident I do not know if every worker was 

trained, it is possible that some might not have been.  Currently   no 

longer works for us, he left the company in November.  

On February 25 Allen obtained a map created by GIS Analyst   that shows for June 

26, 2019, the location and distances between the Dominguez Farms “pinching” crew and the 

Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas helicopter application, the flight path of the helicopter, and the wind speed 

and direction according to CIMIS Station #214 (Attachment 18).   

CONCLUSION 

On June 26, 2019 at 5:30 a.m., when Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas pesticide applicator   began 

applying Zampro Fungicide, and Trigard to spinach on Blocks 33 and 37 of the West Garlinger 
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Front Ranch, a crew of Dominguez Farms fieldworkers were located a minimum of 660 feet 

from the application site.  They were scheduled to work in Block 36B that morning. 

Data from the CIMIS weather station #214 indicates that Block 36B was located downwind of 

Block 33, and a portion of Block 37, during the time Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas was making their 

aerial pesticide application on June 26.  The area northeast of Blocks 32 and 36 where the 

fieldworkers parked their cars, and where most stated they congregated during the application, 

was not directly downwind, but was more at an angle.  The wind speed was just over 4 miles per 

hour.   

Within 20 minutes of the application commencing, while waiting by their cars, several members 

of the crew smelled an odor, and some experienced symptoms of nausea, weakness, headaches, 

eye irritation, and throat irritation.  Of the 34 crew members interviewed; 

 18 told us they smelled an odor; 

 11 told us they experienced illness symptoms, but did not notify their superior; 

 20 told us they did not experience illness symptoms; 

 3 told us they experienced illness symptoms, notified their superior, and were provided 

medical attention; 

 17 told us they were asked by their superior if they were experiencing illness symptoms; 

 8 told us they don’t recall if a superior asked them if they were experiencing illness 

symptoms; 

 7 told us they were not asked if they were experiencing illness symptoms; 

 2 we interviewed who stated they did not experience illness symptoms did not state 

whether or not they had been asked if they were experiencing illness symptoms; 

 None of the crew told us they saw pesticides drifting towards them from the Wilbur-Ellis: 

Salinas application; 

 None of the crew told us they felt pesticides contacting their person from the Wilbur-

Ellis: Salinas application.  

The helicopter application complied with the Zampro Fungicide, Trigard product labels, and 

regulations.  No violations for Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas were found. 

Dominguez Farms Supervisor   stated between himself, and crew foreman 

  all crew members were asked if they had illness symptoms, and only the four 

individuals who ultimately were taken to Natividad Medical Center said they did.   

stated if any other crew members said they had illness symptoms he would have assured they 

were taken to emergency medical care immediately. 

By failing to immediately take all employees to a physician when reasonable to suspect they are 

experiencing, or may experience, a pesticide illness, Dominguez Farms violated 3 CCR section 

6766(c). 
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Dominguez Farms was never able to provide me with training records for 27 of the fieldworkers 

who worked in a treated field on June 25 to prove they had received annual pesticide safety 

training. 

By failing to assure that each employee assigned to work in a treated field received pesticide 

safety training within the last 12 months, Dominguez Farms violated 3 CCR section 6764.  

The violations found during this investigation are being evaluated.  Once determined, Monterey 

County will pursue the appropriate enforcement response in accordance with 3 CCR section 

6128. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Witness List 

2. West Garlinger Front Ranch Block ID and Permit Maps 

3. Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas PURs 

4. Crew Roster Sheets  

5. Map Showing Crew Location 

6. Wilbur-Ellis: Salinas Completion Records 

7. Block ID Map Showing Mix Load Site    

8.  Medical Records 

9.  Medical Records 

10.  Medical Records 

11. Dominguez Farms Training Records 

12. Dominguez Farms Work History  

13. Block 32 PUR  

14. CIMIS 214 Report  

15. Zampro Fungicide Pesticide Label 

16. Trigard Pesticide Label 

17. Symptoms Chart 

18. GIS Map Created by Gomes  
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SITES 02, 32, & 33

Permit Number: 2700101
1/13/2020Created On:GARLINGER FRONT RANCH, GARLINGER 171, 

CHULAR RANCH
CHRISTENSEN & 
GIANNINI, LLC

Operator:

02, 32, 33Included Sites:

Monterey County









Document number    
1264315

Section  
26

Township  
15S

Range  
04E

Meridian  
M

App Method/Fume Code  
Air  

Commercial Applicator (if any)    
WILBUR-ELLIS: SALINAS  
P.O. BOX 3650  
  
SALINAS CA 93912

Permittee/Permit Operator  
CHRISTENSEN & GIANNINI, LLC

Operator ID/Permit Number  

Site Identification Number  
33033A

Planted Area - Units  
470 ACRES

Location  
GARLINGER FRONT RANCH

Block ID  

Date/Time Applied  
6/26/2019 5:42 AM

Treated Area - Units  
6 ACRES

Commodity Treated    
13024 SPINACH

Days Re-entry    Days Pre-harvest    Applied/Supervised By    

County No  
 27

Chem # Product Label # Total Product Used Rate Dilution

1 ZAMPRO FUNGICIDE 7969-302-AA 84 Ounce 14 OZ/A

2 TRIGARD 66222-272-AA 0.99 Pounds 0.16 LB/A

Pre-plant
application  
No

Pesticide Use Report

Report Status: Accepted by DPR
Submittal Status: Submitted to DPR

1/2/2020 4:35 PM



Document number    
1264316

Section  
26

Township  
15S

Range  
04E

Meridian  
M

App Method/Fume Code  
Air  

Commercial Applicator (if any)    
WILBUR-ELLIS: SALINAS  
P.O. BOX 3650  
  
SALINAS CA 93912

Permittee/Permit Operator  
CHRISTENSEN & GIANNINI, LLC

Operator ID/Permit Number  

Site Identification Number  
33033B

Planted Area - Units  
470 ACRES

Location  
GARLINGER FRONT RANCH

Block ID  

Date/Time Applied  
6/26/2019 5:55 AM

Treated Area - Units  
5.4 ACRES

Commodity Treated    
13024 SPINACH

Days Re-entry    Days Pre-harvest    Applied/Supervised By    

County No  
 27

Chem # Product Label # Total Product Used Rate Dilution

1 ZAMPRO FUNGICIDE 7969-302-AA 75.6 Ounce 14 OZ/A

2 TRIGARD 66222-272-AA 0.89 Pounds 0.16 LB/A

Pre-plant
application  
No

Pesticide Use Report

Report Status: Accepted by DPR
Submittal Status: Submitted to DPR

1/2/2020 4:35 PM



Document number    
1264313

Section  
26

Township  
15S

Range  
04E

Meridian  
M

App Method/Fume Code  
Air  

Commercial Applicator (if any)    
WILBUR-ELLIS: SALINAS  
P.O. BOX 3650  
  
SALINAS CA 93912

Permittee/Permit Operator  
CHRISTENSEN & GIANNINI, LLC

Operator ID/Permit Number  

Site Identification Number  
330000

Planted Area - Units  
470 ACRES

Location  
GARLINGER FRONT RANCH

Block ID  

Date/Time Applied  
6/26/2019 5:35 AM

Treated Area - Units  
6 ACRES

Commodity Treated    
13024 SPINACH

Days Re-entry    Days Pre-harvest    Applied/Supervised By    

County No  
 27

Chem # Product Label # Total Product Used Rate Dilution

1 ZAMPRO FUNGICIDE 7969-302-AA 84 Ounce

2 TRIGARD 66222-272-AA 0.99 Pounds

Pre-plant
application  
No

Pesticide Use Report

Report Status: Accepted by DPR
Submittal Status: Submitted to DPR

6/26/2019 10:41 AM



Document number    
1264314

Section  
26

Township  
15S

Range  
04E

Meridian  
M

App Method/Fume Code  
Air  

Commercial Applicator (if any)    
WILBUR-ELLIS: SALINAS  
P.O. BOX 3650  
  
SALINAS CA 93912

Permittee/Permit Operator  
CHRISTENSEN & GIANNINI, LLC

Operator ID/Permit Number  

Site Identification Number  
33037B

Planted Area - Units  
470 ACRES

Location  
GARLINGER FRONT RANCH

Block ID  

Date/Time Applied  
6/26/2019 5:40 AM

Treated Area - Units  
5.4 ACRES

Commodity Treated    
13024 SPINACH

Days Re-entry    Days Pre-harvest    Applied/Supervised By    

County No  
 27

Chem # Product Label # Total Product Used Rate Dilution

1 ZAMPRO FUNGICIDE 7969-302-AA 75.6 Ounce 14 OZ/A

2 TRIGARD 66222-272-AA 0.89 Pounds 0.16 LB/A

Pre-plant
application  
No

Pesticide Use Report

Report Status: Accepted by DPR
Submittal Status: Submitted to DPR

1/2/2020 4:35 PM



Document number    

Section  
26

Township  
15S

Range  
04E

Meridian  
M

App Method/Fume Code  
Ground  

Commercial Applicator (if any)    
Grower Applied  
  
  

Permittee/Permit Operator  
CHRISTENSEN & GIANNINI, LLC

Operator ID/Permit Number  

Site Identification Number  
330032

Planted Area - Units  
470 ACRES

Location  
GARLINGER FRONT RANCH

Block ID  

Date/Time Applied  
6/7/2019 12:15 AM

Treated Area - Units  
2.2 ACRES

Commodity Treated    
13005 BROCCOLI

Days Re-entry    Days Pre-harvest    Applied/Supervised By    

County No  
 27

Chem # Product Label # Total Product Used Rate Dilution

1 SEQUOIA 62719-623-ZA 4.4 Ounce

2 ADMIRE PRO SYSTEMIC 
PROTECTANT

264-827-ZA 2.86 Ounce

3 CORMORAN 66222-264-AA 26.4 Ounce

4 LI 700 34704-50035-AA 0.55 Pint

Pre-plant
application  
No

Pesticide Use Report

Report Status: Accepted by DPR
Submittal Status: Submitted to DPR

6/7/2019 9:31 AM














































































